ANOTHER TERVUREN – RENOVATION AS REPARATION?
Finally aware of its outdated permanent exhibition, the Royal Museum for Central Africa’s
(RMCA) direction considered it was time for a
wind of change. In 2003, the scientific and museal
institution founded by King Leopold II in 1898,
presented a plan for renovation that was approved
by the Belgian government in 2006. The museum
closed its doors to undertake the long-awaited
renovation in December of 2013. With a budget of
approximately 66 million euros and a timeframe
of three years, Guido Gryseels–the museum’s
director for over seventeen years–aimed to
“transform the former colonial museum into a
museum on contemporary Africa”1 (2014). But
what does it mean to metamorphose a museum
on colonial Africa to one on contemporary Africa?
Is it virtually possible to decolonise a space that is
a product of Belgian imperialism?
Through this text, we aim to explore how such
a large institution–with over 260 staff members,
a surface of 50,000 m2 and over 40,000 yearly
visiting students–is able to maintain an ambiguously neo-colonial narrative. Considering that
the museum was inaccessible during its renovation, we take a closer look at the discourse that
the RMCA employs, to present its history and
current functioning. Today, this representation is
characterised by an upbeat, “modern” image of
Africa. This is evident in the museum’s new logo
or its recently opened Bistro Tembo (meaning
elephant in Swahili); the rough lettering consist
of loose geometrical figures, resonating with
stereotypical representations of African imagery.
The name itself–AfricaMuseum as opposed to
its official title, the Royal Museum for Central
Africa–manages to shift the focus from Belgium’s
colonial past to a homogenised and excoticised
continent.
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At this juncture, it is important to note that
King Leopold II’s so-called final masterpiece was
built as a showcase of the abundant natural and
ethnographic resources within Belgian Congo,
in the aim to attract investors to the region and
propagate colonial ideologies. The museum
therefore does not present an image of Central
Africa, but one that is distorted by a Eurocentric
perspective. With regards to its history, “[transforming] the former colonial museum into a
museum on contemporary Africa”1 becomes an
act of denial, muting the museum’s complicity in
colonial exploits that have inscribed themselves in
its cultural archive.
The question that then arises, is how a profoundly
colonial institution can face its past, with a particular attention to the semantic nuances within
these confrontations. Take for example the
RMCA’s website page, “myths and taboos”, in
which the institution attempts to position itself
within the debate on colonisation: “[t] he principle of colonisation as a system of governance

is fundamentally immoral and we completely
distance ourselves from it”2 . The mention of
morality, myth and taboo is noteworthy, because
it sheds light on the anecdotal nature of the
museum’s approach to its past; Belgium’s exploitation cannot be reduced to a mere “taboo” or
“myth”, nor as “immoral”, which brings forth a
Eurocentric, christian value of correctness. The
anecdotal narrative that the RMCA employs,
reveals the lack of thorough processes of self-reflection, demythologisation and decolonisation
within the institution.
Yet what particularly stands out in the above
statement, is its explicit mention of a “complete
distancing” from Belgium’s colonial legacy. The
RMCA’s deliberate erasure manages to place
itself in a position of innocence and comfort.
If the institution genuinely were to “present a
contemporary and decolonised vision of Africa”
as stated on the museum website, it must start by
deconstructing Belgium’s influence in Congo and
vice-versa, with a particular focus on intersecting
dimensions such as race, paternalism, exploitation and power.
However, the depoliticisation of self-image is not
endemic to the museum. It is a symptom of a
wider absence of reflection upon our colonial past
and present. While many historians have analysed
and critiqued Belgium’s involvement in Rwanda,
Congo and Burundi, these narratives remain
on the margins of Belgian public discourse. As
such, many aspects of Belgium’s colonial history
become hidden knowledge, which forges the
general idea of Africa and African diasporas as
negative unknowns, defined by their absolute
otherness (Mbembe, 2001). An idea that, since
1898, the Royal Museum of Central Africa
has perpetuated.
Considering the initial political and economic
role of the RMCA, which was founded to
propagate colonial doctrine and showcase the
natural resources in Belgian colonies, it is inevitable to draw parallels between the museum’s
self-representation and current political
discourses. As a Belgian Scientific Institute,
the AfricaMuseum operates under the authority of the Federal Ministry for Scientific Policy
(BELSPO) directed by Zuhal Demir, member
of the conservative party New Flemish Alliance
(NVA). Interestingly, Demir recently presented
the idea of an antiracism-plan, in reaction to
the racist comments sparked by the election of
Angeline Flor Pua in the 2018 Miss Belgium
pageant. The minister later altered the antiracism-plan in a “community-plan” (samenlevingsplan, or living-together-plan). She argues
that “if it [the plan] only concerns a unilateral
form of racism and discrimination, we remain in
an us-and-them story. Because there is also very
clear racism and disdain for our society coming
from the allochthonous side”3 . We mention this
case, because it exemplifies the stigmatisation of
the effects of colonialism on our current society.
Demir consciously de-emphasises the power of
the white ruling class to conceal the fact that we
do live in an us-and-them society: in 2017, the

King Boudewijn Foundation published a report
on the discrimination that French-speaking black
Afrodescendants face in Belgium. While more
than 60% of members of the diaspora has obtained
a tertiary-education diploma (twice as high as the
Belgian average), their unemployment rate lies
four times lower than the country’s average. Such
pronounced forms of structural racism need to be
addressed by the federal government, but also by
its research institutions such as the RMCA.
That said, the AfricaMuseum–as one of the
ten Federal Scientific Institutes– does not call
attention to the reparative role it must assume to
reconcile itself with its violent past. Reparation,
in this case, starts with an acknowledgment of
the criminal nature of the museum’s complicity
in colonisation, an alternation of narratives, a
shift in power, and finally, a significant compensation to colonised countries and their diasporas,
exempt of paternalism. Instead, the museum’s
mission statement points out that it aims to
“serve as a world centre in research and
knowledge dissemination on past and
present societies and natural environments
in Africa, in particular Central Africa, to
foster–in the public at large and the scientific
community–a better understanding of this
area and greater interest in it; and, through
partnerships, to contribute substantially to
its sustainable development”
Here again, the museum’s positioning perpetuates ideas that are rooted in colonial perceptions of Africa. Most notably, Gryseels presents
“past and present societies” on the same axis as
“natural environments”, echoing early evolutionist anthropological schools of thought that
dehumanised and inferiorised non-Europeans.
The latter part of the museum’s mission states
that it aims to “foster […] a better understanding
of this area and greater interest in it”. In essence,
the museum functions as a scientific centre for
the production and dissemination of knowledge
about Central Africa. This knowledge is socially
and politically situated, and, in consequence, its
presentation becomes particularly meaningful.
As an educational centre, the responsibility of
the institution lies in this representation. It must
therefore include multiple perspectives into its
narrative to form a dynamic and nuanced image
of the colonial and postcolonial ties between
Central Africa and Belgium. In general, the first
encounter that many Belgian children have with
Africa, is through a school or family visit to the
museum. The RMCA is therefore inevitably part
of the discourses around colonialism, race, and
discrimination in Belgium and beyond.
Although much evidence sheds light upon the
RMCA’s ambiguously neocolonial narratives,
mainstream journalists and scholars have been
reluctant to straightforwardly critique its renovation, which is partly due to a severe lack of transparency from within the museum. In an attempt
to satisfy both the ex-coloniser and the decolonised minds, director Guido Gryseels’ discourse
is paradoxical: in an interview in Reuters,
Gryseels points out that “[t]here are a lot of good

things that happened too [in the
colonial era]. What was realized
in terms of infrastructure, roads,
airports, ports, education, health
facilities, research, is really quite
incredible”4 (2014). The director’s discourse strongly resonates
with a romanticised view of the
colonial era, the Congo à papa,
in which the Belgian considers
himself to be in a paternalistic
relationship with the colonised,
rather than an oppressive one.
Furthermore, the museum weekly
hosts the collective “Mémoire du
Congo et du Ruanda-Urundi”,
constituted of former Belgian
colonial administrators renowned
for their colonial melancholy.
Such statements cannot be overlooked, considering that it gives
insight into the perspective that
the RMCA has on colonisation,
and perhaps more importantly,
because it reflects the general
view of the white Belgian.
However, in the light of global media attention
that the museum has been receiving since the
announcement of its opening date, Gryseels has
readjusted his discourse, by saying that “[w]e
[the RMCA] have a responsibility for cultivating
an attitude that a lot of Belgians have of being
superior to black people. And that is changing.
But it is going to take a while”5 (2018). The ambiguity that arises from such paradoxes, is used as
a shield to protect itself from outside criticism.
Thus, the apparent decolonisation that Gryseels
mentions above, is merely illusory. It conceals the
fact that that little efforts are made to restitute
the spoiliated objects and resources, that there
is limited investment in innovative and engaged
research projectsx, that the museum still violently
perpetuates a romanticised, neocolonial image of
Africa and its diasporas.
Above all, it is impossible for the Royal Museum
for Central Africa to decolonise itself if very
few Afrodescendants in Belgium and Central
Africans have been involved in its renovation. It
is not clear how many permanent staff members
are of Congolese, Rwandan or Burundian origin,
yet the racial diversity within the museum is
estimated to be lower than the 4.7% diversity
guideline presented by the Belgian government. Moreover, the vacancies published by
the museum do not require any expertise in
African studies, let alone colonial or postcolonial studies. In consequence, the staff does not
possess the intellectual background to contextualise and politicise the museum’s collection.
As a compensation, the museum founded the
COMRAF (RMCA Consultation Committee of
African Associations), and an advisory council
composed of six Afrodescendent experts6.
These committees, however, merely advise
the RMCA’s directory organs. Moreover, the
article “Decolonisation Impossible?” in the
Belgian research magazine Médor denounces the
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ill-treatment of these consultative structures by
the museum’s permanent staff.
Nonetheless, the museum ceaselessly reminds
the public that “[a] tight collaboration has been
developed with Congolese diasporas and African
curators” 7. There is, however, little or no explicit
mention of the individual Afrodescendent experts
who have advised the museum’s direction. This
form of tokenism or “systematic negation of the
other person”, in Fanon’s words, creates the
illusion of racial inclusiveness and deflects accusations of inequity, yet underlines the fact that
there is still a white European hegemony within
the museum. Expressing that “the Museum plays
a unique role in combating racism and cultural
intolerance” because it “encourage [s] the general
public to take a greater interest in Africa and
in the diversity of its people, societies, cultures
and environments” (Gryseels, 2014) is an
absurd simplification of the way in which racism
persists in Belgium’s colonial past, but also in its
neo-colonial present.

We–Belgians, Afrodescendants, politicians, militants and individuals–need to rethink the way in
which looted objects are managed. Ultimately,
the museum must become a lieu de mémoire et
de rencontre rather than a space in which colonisation, exploitation, slavery, whiteness and racism
are placed in the background. The RMCA has no
choice but to inscribe itself in a practice of radical,
decolonial museology.
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Multiple decolonial collectives have denounced
the museum’s incessant paternalism and reluctance to work towards reparation. In Le Soir,
a carte blanche on the restitution of spoliated
objects in European museums signed by an array
of academics and militants, points out to the
fact that “collections have been gathered long
before the emergence of legislation on international conflicts, human rights and the protection
of cultural heritage”9. The debate on restitution
can therefore not be led on the basis of legal
arguments. In the participatory debate organised by Bamko-Cran (Mireille Tsheusi-Robert)
and the francophone Brussels Parliament8,
Guido Gryseels argued for “long term loans”
and “cooperations with African museums”
rather that direct restitution. Facing the “institutional violence” of non-restitution, as Laura
Nsengiyumva rightfully pointed out during the
debate, the museum opts for passive “dialogues”
and “exchanges”. The reluctance to concretely
restitute objects currently located in the RMCA
demonstrates, in Achille Mbembe’s words, that
“one estimates that they did not cause harm; that
they took nothing that required any permission.
It is in this that the act of restoring is inseparable
from the act of repairing”10.
Through an analysis of the AfricaMuseum’s
discourse, we argue that the museum cannot face
its violent past, without breaking the very foundations on which this institution and Belgium’s
national identity are built. The act of breaking,
is one of radical deconstruction, self-criticism
and a reinvention/reappropriation of its ideological spaces. It overthrows the power-dynamics
that have governed these institutions for decades.
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